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MELBOURNE BRANCH

AUSTRALIAN SOCIETY FOR THE STUDY OF LABOUR HISTORY

NO. 45.. EDITORIAL DECEMBER 1969

The next meeting of the Melbourne Branch will be held at
61 Hardware Street, Melboiirne on Monday, 8th December at 7.45 p.ni.

Business - Election of Office Bearers for 1970.
- Address by Mr, Warren Terry on 'The 1.925 Police
Strike and its Aftermath',

Members are asked to attend and bring a friend.

The booklet 'The Struggle for Dignity a critical analysis
of the Australian Aboriginal of today'. Edited by William M,
Murray and 4 contributors, 80 pages, will be available at the next
meeting. Only a few copies.

Our respected member, 'Jock' Bosher has been hospitalised
for the past month and is due to return home shortly. All will wish
'Jock' a rapid recovery from his unfortunate accident.

BOOK REVIEW,

VAGABOND AT LARGE.

Michael Cannon and Melbourne University Press have done us
well by their impressive republication of John Stanley James's The
Vagabond Papers (S5.85)- First published in the well known five •
volumes by George Robertson nearly a century ago, they are well
worth re-printing for the lively impressions they record of Melbourne'
'lower depths' at the time. It seems likely, indeed, that the
Vagabond's work was instrumental in awakening that sense of middle-
class social concern which shaped so many social policies in the
Victoria of the 1880s.

Not all the original Vagabond Papers are re-issued here, but
Michael Cannon's selection fairly represents the best of them. To
me most memorable are the accounts of the pauper funerals, of the
services in Melbourne suburban churches and in the Rev, Charles
Strong's Scots Church (a very economicsil and very telling portrait
of Strong), of the sixpenny restaurants, of the wails and strays
of Sydney, and of the lodging houses for the poor. I am delighted
to see that the Vagabond agrees with me on the 'moral lowering and
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bnateliaing effect' of Australian Rules football.

1, Students of the labor movement will find nlentv of <?no-iP.i

are the eff"hve"nrLvLjSg°™omentoy stadlll"™
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hie refusal or may regret
from what he uncovered. ^ ̂ °fvious morals

4, The Vagabond Papers is effectively Illustrated wi+h
iL^SsSat"^" iraw^gs. latel and^sJS^ces ?of thefull hlbllograpS S ^ a

ISu-Me ?°^=^tlons. 'mA Cannon-rLteoduotolnvaluo.ble prece of brographical research.

STEPHEN MURRAY-SMTTH

THE EARLY CT.n.HJNG ASSOCIATION OE VinmnPTA

.  -T The. Early Closing Associs.tion was foimded on the i oo ^-p ^

zv's?-r£SslHirEE—
The Eight Hours Movement in Victoria was essen+toii-w +>>«

pioneer Masons Society (formed 1850 and reforr^ed
1855) and other building trade unions formed just prior to the
famous occasion of 21/4/1856. piror uo ine

Closing Association was launched on 3/10/1851 and
carriea fo^ard for many .years by people neither then or later to
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The first President was William Nicholson later a memher
of Victoria's first Parliament under Responsivle Government and later
in 1859, Premier,

Activity flagged until 6/9/1855 when the Association was
reviv&d with Judge Pohlman as President and Bishop Perry, four other
Judges and an a,rray of other dignitaries amongst the office, hearer's.
The. Rev. C.S. Perry "became Secretary,

Two years later the President and Secretary remained in
office also the Treasurer, Joseph Clarke,

It is noteworthy that the title of J.A. Aldwells essay which
won the competition of 1856 conducted "by the Melbourne Labor league
was entitled 'The Eight Hours and Early Closing Question'.

The first obviously related to the outdoor and factory trades,
the other to small business working hours.

Two bi^ public meetings in St,Georges Hall and the new
Exhibition "Buildings at which some hundreds were in attendance gave
fresh life to the E.C.A., and the latter meeting on 29/4/1867 is
notable that the Hon, George Harker occupied the Chair a,nd was
supported by some 37 public people on the platform.

The Right Rev. the lord Bishop of Melbourne was installed
as President, his Very Rev. Dean of Melbourne the Senior Vice
President, while other officers and Committee members names read
like a page of the modern 'Who's Who' and included B Reverend
gentlemen, 2 M.l.C's, 3 M.l.A's, etc,

T.J. Jackman and Thos, Alston were appointed Secretary and
Treasurer respectively.

Proceedings and subsequent lectures were printed and
preserved for posterity and a programme of addresses by prominent
and scientific people was arranged on Saturday nights to encourage
interest in the Association, be educational and stimulating and
provide competition to Saturdoy night shopping, thus in the hope
of demonstrating that this period of shopping was not essential.

The statement of aims (Pamphlet 950 in Sta,te Parliamentary
library) included the reproof to customers 'Never shop after Six
and after Two on Saturda.ys',

A series of lectures was conducted in 1869 and again in 1870
while Rowing and Cricket Clubs were launched with undisclosed
aspirations.

On 20/2/1869, a Branch for drqpery employees was formed in
Collingwood and Eitzroy while on 2/8/1869 Pawnbroker Assistants
unamiously decided to close at 8 p.m. and join the E.C.A. However
4 months later they reverted to 9.30 p.m. closing.

In October an advocate for 6 p.m. closing of Butchers Shops
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said the fumes of gaslights fouled meat, in Novenher, "booksallers
and stationers (except one shop) he,d granted the Saturday half-
holiday, th.is example being followed a week later by ironmongers and
music sellers. In December, a dispenser asked for assistance to
chemisifcs and druggists to secure early closing as had been done for
grocers, drapers and other retail assistants, while another
complainant- said that slaughtermen .worked long hours for 7 days per
week, and it was not until 1876- the first Journeymens Butchers
Association was proposed.

By March 1870 Ballarat had re-organised its branch on a wide
basis and 4 days later the Glunes Branch was established, Ben
Douglass in the same period said, the E.G.A. was nearly defunct.

On 1/8/1870 the 'Argus' was definite that improvement should
come by 'voluntary adoption of the 8 Hours principle and it is
noteworthy the trades waited 2 decades for the acceptance of the
principle and in most cases secured by strike actions by Unions,

A big meeting of 300 people at Williamstown and a similar
effort in May in the Melbourne lown Hall continued the agitation and
in January 1871 efforts were made to secure a general half holiday
in the retail trades.

Later in the same year, four cheap concerts were arranged
to attract public support for the cause and hopefully entice
employers to close early to enable attendance of masters and
servants. These were moderately successful so the Annual Meeting
in December 1871 decided to try another series.

In the meantime Heathcote storekeepers had decided to close
at 2 p,m, on Thursdays,

Sporadic activity followed throughout 1872 and the year was
only noteworthy for the Dinner to celebrate the Anniversary of the
Association and presided over by ex-chartist James Service, a year
later to be Treasurer of the State and in the 1880's to be twice
Premier,

In May 1873 an upset occurred when the Secretary apent £5
without authority as preliminary expenses for a public meeting,

T.J. Jackson resigned after 6 yeors and Mr, Masterman acted
pro-tem and a month later J,B, Curtis defeated Mr, Read by 55 votea
tc 47, indicating a substantial interest in the association
affairs, (Curtis retired 17/5/1884),

Public meetings were held in the suburbs calling upon the
local shopkeepers to accept earlier closing times and the principle
of the half holiday.

Customers were continually blamed for perpetuating the late
hours system when they frequently knocked on shop doors after the
conclusion of trading hours,-

Employers as early ^s 1869 had been asked to pay workers
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eairli-er in the week to permit housewives to shop on week days as
much as possible and curtail Saturday trading. This proposal had
been opposed by a few employees so Trade Unions had been approached
for their support. '

A meeting at Carlton in June 1875 was noteworthy for the
fact that the Acting Chief Justice, graced the Chair.

The grocers in the meantime like the pa.wnbrokers had hedged
on an earlier resolution to shorten hours,

The Annual Meeting of December 1874 noted the strong
financial position with little expenditure and expressed the view
'that little efforts were being made to propagate the aims of the
Association',

A further period of inactivity followed but the E.C.A. still
survived and perhaps Do.vid Bennett, Secretary of the Trades Hall
Committee, when repectlng Ben Douglass' earlier condemnation 'the
Association had fallen to pieces in consequence of its own inherent
weaknesses Conservative', may have stung them to action.

The E.C.A. requested all trade a,ssistants to form local
Committees and Branches wherever possible.

Collingwood Branch was revived and Carlton and Hotham were
next to be tackled. By June 1884, an advertisement listed all
shopkeepers in Collingwood and Eitzroy agreeable to close at 7 p.m.
on 5 days per week. "

By early 1890's the Victorian Shopkeepers Union was organis
ing strongly but this time against the proposed Shops and Fa.ctor;ies
legislation which would give municipalities power to regulate shop
hours and demanded 'liberty'.

This attitude later brought it into conflict with the Anti-
Sweating league and the Progressive Political league, (labor Party)
and the Shop Assistants Union and strained the relationships between
employer and employee members of the E.C.A.

However, Prahran shopkeepers and the Victorian Shopkeepers
Early Closing league continued to support the shortening of hours.

Since 1869, a rival organisation, the National (later
Political) Short Hours league with a different approach had cond-ucted
a running warfare. This will be outlined in our next article.

The E.C.A. had so far moved towards a working cla,ss
approach that in August 1890 the Trades Hall became the venue for
meetings.

The Associa,tion continued a precarious existence and in
1901 sought an early closing on Saturdays at Bendigo, in 1905,
the President J. Rosier and Secretary P.O. Gray and the Factories
Commission favoured 10 o'clock as a closing time despite that many
urban cities already closed earlier.
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^  [Eiie Shops & I^a.cfeoi'ies Acii. soon after regulated, hours of
Metroponten

Referene.es - History of the 8 Hours Movement - W.E. Murnhv
Labour _& Machinery - John Norton.
Operative^Masons Society Pamphlet on 8 Hours.
h.O.A. ̂ blications - State library Pamphlets V,66
Sernes Vol.1 No.10, Vol.8 No.3, Vol.46 No.25, Vol 85|os.l & 4, Vol. 118 Ho.5, vol.izg Hos. 2?j,4:5,6rSa

- Victorian Parliamentary Library Pamphlets Nos 525
,  869, 896, 946, 947, 949 2? 9501 ^

,  ? The Press - various dates.
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Workers when the earths' for you '
Why for others dig & hew
Why not boldly take your due
Prom the Bandid few.

Tocsin 17/5/1904.

WAGES, CONDITIONS AND DANGERS.

OP THE GRESWIOK AND ALLANLALE MINES PRE - PIRST WORLD WAR
By Harry H. Pearce.

My recordings in these matters are, of necessity, rather
scrappy because I am more concerned at geiting them recorded than
academically presented.

of the main things that the miners had to contend with,
and wmch was the cause of a considerable number of accidents,
were the water floodings of the mines. The flooding at the
famous Australian No.2 mine in which 22 miners were drowned, was
not the last serious break of water into the workings and it was
not by serious precautions that no men were drowned, but bv sheer
good luck. • ^

Ib. the 'Recorder' for June 1968, Vol,3 N0.4 I have given
particulars of the situation in which my father found himself in
which the Australian disaster could have been repeated. To
^lusteate. the cronic nature of this water threat to the lives of
the miners I will record some particulars in regard to otlier mines.
i  Australian and Berry leads were notori.ous for the amountof water in them, end the difficulty of working them.

At the 'Australasian Extended', on one occasion, the pump
worked constantly for two years at the average of nine strokes per
mjinute, and during one fortnight at eleven strokes, baling at the
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rate o£ 225 gallons per minute, (Creswi-ck Advertiser, 5/9/1883),

At the same mine a break of water occurred which swamped the
mine and rose 50 feet up the shaft, 'in a few hours'. After several
days of hard pimping, at 450 gallons per minute for eight days
with no result the pumping was raised to 800 gallons per minute
before any result was obtained. (24/12/1883),

When sinking the 'Berry Consols' shaft in saturated drift
which was 64 feet thick and no 'bottom' reached, the difficiilties
were so great as to have the sinking a,bandoned and a new shaft
started. The shaft at abandomcnt was down 345 feet. (24/4/1884),

At the 'Berry No, 1' mine, on one occ sion, the water came,
away so suddenly that in a few minutes all. the workings were
flooded, lights extinguished, and before the men could get away,
the water was up to their waists, 'The escape in the. dark through
the. rush of water and sand was a narrow one, and i.t was fortunate
indeed that no lives were, lost. Had there been any men employed at
work at the bottom level it would have been impossible for them to
have made their escape,. .there was three feet of water in the t<7p'
plat before the cage was started to wind the men up, and the beam
engine did not make more than two or three strokes before, the lift
was choked. The fine sand and water rapidly filled the well, the
bottom level and the water lodgement. In about twenty minutes the
wotkings of the lower level were full and nearly 1,200 feet of
drives in the upper level. And all in about twenty minutes,* Olhe
water was 92 feet up the shaft which was also filled with sand for
20 feet.

In the 'Berry Consols' second shaft, it was necessary tu^
pump at the rate of 850 gallons per minute.

To record all the numerous and less serious water breaks,
necessitating one, two or three days loss of work for the miners,
would take up too much space.

To illustrate the nature of the conditions under which the
miners had to work and contending with the effects of excessive,
water, I would mention the difficulties that even the sinking of.
shafts gave to both men and companies.

Because of the millions of years that the old river system
was laying down its existence, tremendous deposits of silt and drift
accumulated over wide areas,' The Creswick Advertiser for 7/3/1884,
quoted an article, from the 'Age' on the Berry Leads, It said that
these are, -

'In fact mighty rivers...the Iladar.i Berry face at the Lone
Hand b in.Cary,, .is but a ra. pic ri the i.iagnitudc of the primeval
eye ten of drainage systt-n,.. the width of the wash in the Madam Berry
(and the Lone Hand, has as great a spread) is equal ta 4200 yards
wide. If the width of wash in these mines may be taken as evidence,
a mighty river 200 yards wide at one time rolled down the ancient
watershed there. Probably the wash in question represents the
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confitoeiicG of most of the main streams of that old world valley,
assume that so large a stream had not only

receive, hut a long course forward to its
ultaanate outlet',

f  -u evident that such sireams over millions of years,(,pe32haps 30 to 40 millions) cut various channels and hack washes
ana deposixed uiianGiji ■fecemeiLcloiiis amonnit-s of stlit and gravel. And
this rs what the sinkers of shafts had to contend withi,

iTi such mines as the 'Australasian Extended', 'Madam Berry'.'Berry No.l', etc. deposits of wate?"saturated Silt and drift had to he contended with. Large quantit-
water were still flowing through the gravel (wash.) in the

old stream heds, of up to over 60 feet in depth.. In the shafts as
last as this sa^t was heing excavated it was filling up again hy '
T  called the. 'hoiling' hy the pressure of water behind it;In the instances mentioned, sinking could only he done inside a
series of steel cylinders, let down inside each as the sinking
proceeded. And this wa.s done under compressed-air, Lhe 'Berry '
Consols' No.l shaft ha.d to he o-handoned at something over 300 feet
deep and a new shaft sunk in a new spot,

.q no consequence of working under air pressure, at between 171° pohnds to the square inch, many of the miners suffered fromwhat we today call the 'Bends' that deep sea divers suffer from.
But in those, days the phsnoiological mechanism of this was not known.
Not knowing the 'cause' the treatment for it was not known either.
Miners even suffered death, (Creswick Advertiser, 13/11/1885), In
that issue there is a report of an inqudry into the death, of a
m:mer. After complc-ints hy miners of neglect in treatment, the
directors held an inquiry into charges a.gainst a mine manager,
20/11/1885^ came to an indefinite conclusion, (Creswick Advertiser,

custom was for miners to work for only four hour shifts
instead of the usual 8 hours, hut for which they received 10/—
extra a week.

The only treatment given to affected miners was to 'place
them on the hollers', for warmth, end to give them 'gruel' and
hrandy. In some instances men were 'on the hollers' for two and
three days at a time, before being able to go home. Part of the
suffering was the inability to walk, or having the 'staggers'. In
one case, quoted at the above inquiries, where one miner had set
off to go home was unable to do so, and was wheeled home in a
wheelbarrow hy a matei

The number and nature of accidents is difficult to get at,
except where reference is made at irregular times in the various •
reports of meetings of the Amalgamated Miners Association, Among
these Reports is that in the First Half Yearly meeting 34 accidents
are listed, (Creswick Advertiser, 27/1/1879)» A Return by the
Chief Inspector of Mines for Victoria, gives the following
tabulated figures,—
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¥ear Humber Killed Injured Total

1874 23G 90 245 336
1875 275 83 217 300
1876 209 55 160 225
1877 213 64 154 218
1878 121 40 106 146
(Creswick Advertiser, 23/5/1879).

Corresponding "tro the fall in accidents over these years,
there was also a fall in the numhers of miners, from 56,512 to)
3-7,212. Of those killed in 1878, 5 were on the surface and 55 under
groiand. There were 14 in a.llnvial mines and 26 in Qnartz. Twenty
two were married leaving 66 children. Sixteen were by falls of
earth below ground and 5 from the same cause above ground, Seveit
by falling down shc.fts', and 4 by earth falling down shafts. Two
crashed by cadges, one by a fall of timber, and 5 by explosives.

The Report of the Secretary of the Creswick A.M.A, sgid
that,- 'during the period of the Creswick Branch (10 years) 5,159
cases of accident to members have occurred, of which 44 were fatal','
(Creswick Advertiser, 5/9/1888). This is equal to 315 per year qf
which 4 were fatal. In the A.M.A, reports it is a common thing ^
for discussions occurring a,bout the 'buying off on the books from
accident members for £100,

Referring to fatal accidents a Report to the A.M.A, General
Conference refers to a total of 23 fatal accidents for the past 12
months, and says, 'This is over our expected rate for 12 months,
and brings the average for the past three years up to slightly over
26 per annum', (Creswick Advertiser, 25/2/1889).

At the Annual Conference in 1890, it wa,s reported that 2-9
fatal accidents had occurred during the year, (Creswick Advertiser,
12/2/'90),

At the Half yearly meeting of the Creswick Branch it was
re.ported, - 'You will observe that the list of accidents still
continues hea.vy, in spite of every precaution taken and a close
watchfulness on the part of your Committee,.,In most of the mines
the accident list is light, but in one of the leading mines on the
lead the number of cases is great. In the 'Berry No.l' for
instance nearly one half of the men employed appear to meet with
injury during the six months, the average cost showing that it would
take a contribution of one shilling per week per member to pay
accident pay alone., if other mines were as heavy. If the rate of
increase in other mines was to the same proportions it will become
necessary to increase the scale, of contributions', (Creswick
Advertiser, 1/8/1892),

At the Annua.1 General Meeting of Victoria, it was reported
that 18 fatal accidents had occurred for the 12 months. The
members during that period had decreased by 542 to a total of
7,629. It was decided to send a deputation to the. Minister of Mines
to he.ve instituted, 'Periodical examinations and tests of ropes.
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clxains and connecti-ons, provLsi-on for inquiries in cases of seri-onis
accidents, and in fatal cases, the A.M.A. to be represented',
(Creswi-ck Advertiser, 27/2/1893). At the following Half Yearly
General Meeting, the Secretary reporte.d, - 'Diaring the term (endir^
30th J-one), no fewer than 14 cases of fatal accidents have occuir-'ed,-
7 at Bendigo, 1 at Malmsbury, 1 at Ballarat, 1 at Stawell, L at
Castlemaine, 1 at Zeehan, 1 at Chiltern, and 1 at Egerton'.
(Oreswi-ck-Advertiser, 4/8/1895).

!nhe President of the Greswi.ck Branch at the 8thi Anniversary
Meeting said that there were 1,400 members of the Branch, and the
Bank Account was £1,500, Por the past year they had spent £2.,000
in accident pay and funeral expenses and charitable donations.
Since its foundation it had distributed nearly £13,000 in these
directions, (Creswick Advertiser, 29/10/1886.

At the. Half Ye^ly meeting of the Creswick Branch, ending
31st D.ecenLber, 1886, accident pay at the various local Tnines was
listed., —

Y  u j ^54 Australasian Extended £64
uS^Beaconsfield £8-10-0 Madam Berry £73

Australasian £17 Midas £58-10-0
Davis Junction £9-13—4 Berry Consols £6—8—6
North Australasia £35-16-0 Smeaton Reserve £6-16—8
Lady Berry nil Hepburn Rocky Lead £7-6-8
Bowling Forest £6 Berry No,L £i6
Hepburn Estate £13-3-4 Bell's Freehold £7-6—8
Hepburn No,l £li-6-8 Australasian Eagiehawk £4
Lady Hepburn £9-10-0 West Loughl.in £1

A total of £466-1-8. It must be pointed out with regard to
the above figures, that the number of men working at each mine is
not given, (Creswick Advertiser, 28/1/1887). However, the total
number of members of the Branch as published in the Advertiser, on
28/9/1886, was 1,410, But, some of the above mines, such as the
Madam Berry may have had between 200 and 300 men. While such as
Bell's Freehold could have had as low as perhaps a dozen, I say
this from my own impressions coming out of my research generally,
and personal knowledge , of the m.ines, by being born and living in'
the locality, and from knowledge gained from my father who worked
in many of the-mines concerned.

In reply to a criticism of miners not contributing enough
to^ local hospitals, W,G, Spence wrote the following to the 'Age'^
'In this district where there is about an average of 1,000 men
working there, is an average of from' 450 to 500 ca,sea of accidents
per year,

I suppose that even the members of the Employers-Union^
(There was a 'Mine Owners Association) will admit that mining is
hard, hazardous, unpleasant, unhealthy work. Yet I venture to say
that the average earnings of the miner are not more than 30/- per
week. He is only engaged by the shift, and may go to work at
midnight, or any other shift, only to find that upon arrival at. the
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mine iUiaii he. is noi wanited and has io reiunn home. Evenj^ stoppage,
every temporary delay, reduces his wages .Miners have te hut more
clothes than are required in any other class of work, and as to
hoots, there are mines where, owing to the chemical effect of waiger,
the miner must have a new pair ev^ry month;. He has also to pay rail
fares, or else horse hire if he cannot walk, without removing his:
family a,nd going into a rented home. By the time he has paid for,
clothes, hoots, cost of travelling and rent, together with contrih—
utions to his lodge, his accident fund and giving a shilling or two
to the suhscription lists that appear every pay day, a very hig hole
is made in his wages, even if he has full time put in', (Quoted -
from the 'Age' in the Creswick Advertiser, 30/6/1893),

Ihe Creswick Branch of the A.M.A. had its own Sick and
Accident Bund Committee, on which my father was a Committee Memher,
and I have heard the stories he has told of the difficulties of the
miners,

I may insert here some of these. Not only was there a
difficulty of working wet ground, there was also: extreme discomfort
in working with water dripping over one, necessitating working in
oilers. The effects on the hands in handling wet tool and timher
caused them to crack at the joints, I rememher seeing in my old
home a number of old oilskin coats and leggings, as well as oilskin
sou'westers, hanging in a shed, that had been worn by my grand
father and father. They were made out of heavy calico and dipped
in linseed oil, and allowed to dry, ¥,G, Spence mentioned the
effect of the mineralised water had upon foot leather. I can
remember such boots that my father used to wear, made from so-called
'mineral-proof leather, which was so hard and stiff that I used
to wonder how my father even wore them. The leather was thick and
of a bluey colour.

The water, naturally, was confined to the lower levels of
the. workings. But when the miners were, working out on what was
called the 'reef'wash' in the higher parts of the mine, it could gef
very hot underground, in many places up to and over 100 degrees.
The miners would be stripped to the waist and be working in a
'lather' of sweat. Just as it was not known what caused the 'bends'
previously spoken of, so it was not known of the necessity to take
into the system salt to balance, the loss of it in the sweat. In '.
conse.quence, many miners became ill, could not eat their 'crib',
and even had to knock off work. My father has told me that when he
has sat down on some laths to eat his crib, his sweat has run. dowp
the laths in a stream., frequently he woiiLd bring home his imeateji
or partly uneaten crib, which I clearly remember, as we children ■
ran out to meet him coming home, and thought it fine to eat some of
his crib that contained the undergroxind musty odour, that I fancy' I
can still taste and smell. I can also remember the rendered muttpn
fat mixed with camphor, that he used to rub on his hands to make .
them soft, and to ease the pain from the cracks in his fingers.

On top of the heat was the lack of good air. Getting the
air down into deep mines and along the extensive drives was a
problem for the mine managers. This was bad enough in normal
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circ-mastancGS, but when the barometer was low there was 'bad' air in
the wash dirt to such an extent that the miners could not work in It
When It got excessive and had to knock off and go home.

Hp wpc +hp^-F-!SS+^J®''• Manager, did a lot to minimise this matter.He Wp.s the first to introduce 16 : nch dlcumeter air pipes into the
workings. In the Australas-

P  m^e there was over 10 miles o-f drives. And in the WestH^ry Consols No.l there was one main drive over a mile long, with
its many branch drives.

4.V of the dangers that the miners had to contend with wasthe sudden change in atmosphere when they came up from below and
encountered the surface air. Squire studied this problem, and in a
letter that he wrote to the Creswick Advertiser, 31/3/1903, he, said -

^ Mine manager should insist upon their men following certain
precautions. The miners themselves should be instructed to guard
themselves against a chill in coming to the surface 25 to 60 degrees
lower^than it would be below, where the air would be charged with
gas, cust, and smoke, as well as the smells from their own excretions.
Miners should be cautioned to keep their mouths shut on coming to the
surface and in the change rooms. They should put on a warm shirt
beiore coming up, and never go home in their working clothes. He
laid doTO the following precautions that all Managers and Companies
should follow, - o

Precipitate boring dust by a circular spray nozzle forming
part of the. machine.
2., There should be an n.dequate blower or fan. Sixteen inch air
prpes with large branches to working faces, bring cool air direct'
to the. drive face before contact with the hot ground,
5'* Proviae upcasts with exhaust fan during periods of low baroEi-
etrical readings, as natural upcast is then too weak.
4, Pure air from the surface to be independent of exhaust from
the machines.

5. ^ Provide double pan sanitary arrangements and disinfectants
underground, with frequent regular removal.
6. — Insist on proper clothing of men before ascending the shaft.
7» Warm changing house as close to the shaft as possible. '
8. Hotices instructing the men to close their mouths from shaft
bottom to change room, especially at night and in winter.

He said that in strong young men is laid the seeds of Miner's
Complo.Mt, and 'it is not too much for companies to. adopt methods
to minimise the evils, and to suggest to the men that they co-operate
by taking all practical precautions'.

To be continued.

S, MERHIPIEIP
81 Waverley Street,

MOONEE POHBS,


